Please cite this article as: Sloots, J.-J., Biessels, G.J., Zwanenburg, J.J.M., Cardiac and respirationinduced brain deformations in humans quantified with high-field MRI, NeuroImage (2020), doi: https:// Phone number: +31 (0)88 75 56674 )), which was only significant for the heart beat (p = 0.02 and p = 0.7, respectively). Furthermore, heartbeat induced volumetric strain was about three times larger than respiration induced volumetric strain. This technique opens a window on the driving forces of the human brain clearance system.
Abstract
Microvascular blood volume pulsations due to the cardiac and respiratory cycles induce brain tissue deformation and, as such, are considered to drive the brain's waste clearance system. We have developed a high-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique to quantify both cardiac and respiration-induced tissue deformations, which could not be assessed noninvasively before. The technique acquires motion encoded snapshot images in which various forms of motion and confounders are entangled. First, we optimized the motion sensitivity for application in the human brain. Next, we isolated the heartbeat and respiration-related deformations, by introducing a linear model that fits the snapshot series to the recorded physiological information.
As a result, we obtained maps of the physiological tissue deformation with 3mm isotropic spatial resolution. Heartbeat-and respiration induced volumetric strain were significantly different from zero in the basal ganglia (median (25-75% interquartile range): 0.85·10 -3 (0.39·10 
Code availability
The custom MATLAB software that was used for offline analysis of the data is available from the corresponding author upon request.
Introduction
Cardiac and respiratory cycles induce blood volume changes resulting in subtle brain tissue deformations. These deformations are known to propel the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) flow which fulfills an important role in the drainage of cerebral waste 1, 2 . Therefore, brain tissue deformation is considered an important driver of the clearance system of the brain 3 . Furthermore, brain tissue deformation affects cellular function. In-vitro studies have shown that the arterial waveform is crucial to regulate the formation and function of endothelial cells which constitute the blood-brain barrier 4 . Brain tissue and vessel stiffness naturally change with age 5, 6 , which not only plays a role in age-related processes but may also have profound effects on tissue deformation of the brain and, thus, brain homeostasis. Unlike the larger arteries of the brain, the small cerebral vessels themselves are difficult to study in vivo with current neuroimaging techniques. This is an important knowledge gap. We hypothesize that the brain tissue deformation is dominated by the microvascular bed embedded in the tissue, and, thus provides a window to the small vessel function. We have developed a method to quantify brain tissue deformation that may form a valuable source of information on small vessel function as driving force in waste clearance, and may also allow for future assessment of the brain's biomechanics during both healthy and diseased state 7 .
The dynamic relationship between intracranial blood volume changes, tissue deformation and CSF flow is complex 8 . As the brain's vessels are exposed to blood pressure waves, they swell and stretch elastically, displacing the surrounding tissue. Due to the rise of the intravascular blood volume during systole, the cerebral tissue expands inwards towards the ventricles [9] [10] [11] . Given the fixed intracranial volume as stated by the Monro-Kellie doctrine, the CSF is squeezed out of the brain into the CSF spaces towards the spinal canal to compensate for the additional blood volume 8, 12 .
As the blood leaves the brain during diastole, the vessels relax and CSF returns.
Similarly, the respiration cycles induce variations in thoracic pressure that cause variations in venous blood volume, which induces tissue deformation and CSF flow as well.
Despite the important role of the cardiac-and respiration-induced brain tissue deformation in the intracranial dynamics, no methods are available to directly assess these deformations. Instead, most studies have focused on CSF and blood flow to assess the intracranial volume dynamics 13, 14 . with phase contrast velocity encoding to study CSF flow and found upward CSF flow through the spinal canal during inspiration 15, 16 , which they relate to an enhanced venous outflow.
Furthermore, T2* weighted blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) MRI signal fluctuations in the brain have been studied in relation with physiological signals like heartbeat and respiration [17] [18] [19] .
These T2* weighted signals, however, are not specific and depend on blood oxygenation levels (spontaneous neuronal activity), inflow of blood and CSF into the slice, and tissue motion. As a result, T2* weighted signal variations in the brain are hard to interpret, and only weakly correlate with physiological cycles like heartbeat and respiration 19 . Quantitative measurements of T2* variation induced by the cardiac cycle have also been reported, either with or without injection of a blood pool contrast agent 20, 21 . These quantitative T2* measurements are much more specific for blood volume pulsations compared to BOLD MRI, but still did not assesse the changes due to respiration. The overall deformation of brain tissue is subtle and involves submillimeter displacements that can be tracked by an MRI technique that is called Displacement Encoding with Stimulated Echoes (DENSE) [22] [23] [24] . The cardiac-gated DENSE method was shown to be capable of capturing the displacement field maps over the cardiac cycle [25] [26] [27] . However, these data were acquired over several minutes, which prohibits to study the respiration-induced tissue motion and deformation.
In the present study, we propose a newly developed DENSE sequence at 7 tesla MRI, dedicated and optimized to disentangle and quantify cardiac and respiratory contributions to brain tissue deformation in humans ( Figure 1) . A key feature is its single-shot approach, which not only is required for unraveling the cardiac and respiratory contributions, but also allows for an optimization of the sequence without introducing additional data artifacts. The main advantage of our sequence is the separate assessment of both cardiac and respiratory tissue strain contributions with high sensitivity, which provides insight into the physiological brain tissue deformations in relatively small regions of interest (ROIs).
Figure 1. Example for data acquisition and analysis of one of the volunteers. The DENSE MRI
sequence was used to encode motion into the phase of the MRI signal.
(1) Data was recorded over 100 dynamics (one slice, Feet-to-Head motion encoding direction) with alternating encoding direction sign to distinguish between phase contributions due to motion and motion independent phase confounders. Per dynamic scan, three snapshot DENSE images were acquired at different moments in the cardiac cycle together with the associated physiological data (see example traces). Also, a reference image was acquired directly after encoding to allow for corrections of potential eddy current effects.
(2) Time-series of displacement-encoded phase images were used to derive the strain maps by computing the spatial derivative along the encoding direction. Together with the associated physiological data, these strain maps were used in a linear model to isolate the components of cardiac and respiration induced strain. Including the confounders, the linear model produced seven maps.
Materials and Methods
Displacement images are required to derive the tissue deformation and can be provided by the DENSE MRI sequence [23] [24] [25] 27, 28 . DENSE, analogous to phase contrast velocity encoding, manipulates the phase information such that it becomes proportional to the displacement of brain tissue with respect to the point of encoding. The single-shot approach of our sequence captures the momentary physiological 'state' of tissue motion. We assume that this physiological 'state' of the tissue is an independent, linear combination of the cardiac and respiratory contributions. By repeating the measurements multiple times, we acquired different combinations of states. Next,
we use a linear model, together with the associated physiological information, such as cardiac interval position and respiration trace, to disentangle the cardiac and respiratory contributions ( Figure 1 ).
DENSE sequence
A cardiac triggered DENSE sequence was designed to measure heart beat and respiration related brain tissue motion ( Figure 2 ) [23] [24] [25] 27, 28 . Key features included its 2D single-shot EPI approach to capture the momentary physiological 'state' (heart-and respiration induced motion) and secondly, an additional time-delay of one cardiac cycle between encoding and decoding to make the sequence more sensitive for respiration induced motion contributions. pulse for signal excitation, followed by a decoding gradient (G dec ) that is equal to G enc . Any tissue displacement along the direction of these gradients that occurs between G enc and G dec (during the so-called 'mixing time') leads to a corresponding phase shift in the resulting phase image. The DENSE images are acquired during the next cardiac cycle to increase the sensitivity to respiratory motion together with a reference phase directly after encoding to allow for potential eddy current corrections. Both encoding and decoding gradients G were inverted every two dynamics (dashed lines), to distinguish phase contributions due to motion from phase contributions due to confounding factors.
The DENSE sequence 24 consists of a motion encoding and -decoding part. The encoding part encodes the tissue's current position in the longitudinal magnetization by using two RF pulses with an encoding gradient (G enc ) in between. After a given mixing time, the decoding part reads out the prepared longitudinal magnetization by using another RF pulse followed by a decoding gradient (G dec ) that is equal to G enc . Any tissue displacement along the direction of these gradients that occurred between G enc and G dec leads to a corresponding phase shift in the ; TE/2: 12ms and BW: 61.9Hz/pixel. A sagittal and perpendicular coronal slice were planned, and displacement images were separately acquired with two in-plane encoding directions. As a result, four 1D motion-encoded datasets were recorded: two datasets from a sagittal slice with 1D motion encodings in the Feet-to-Head and Anterior-to-Posterior direction respectively, and two datasets from a coronal slice with 1D motion encodings in the Feet-to-Head and Right-to-Left direction, respectively. The sagittal slice was planned 10mm from the interhemispheric fissure of the brain and aligned with the brain stem ( Figure 3 for planning details). The volunteers were asked for a calm abdominal breath during the experiment.
Physiological data was simultaneously recorded by using a vector cardiogram (VCG) for triggering and a respiration belt to trace abdominal breathing. Additionally, a pulse oximeter was placed on the left index or middle finger as additional input in the analysis to cope with missed VCG triggers. After encoding of the signal, three frames were acquired in the next cardiac cycle at respectively 0, 25 and 50% of the average cardiac interval. To allow for corrections of potential eddy current effects, an additional reference frame was acquired directly after encoding. Although the signal intensities of the successive frames are affected differently by T 1 relaxation and diffusion-related signal attenuation, this does not affect the displacement information. Yet, the SNR present in the displacement images relates to the SNR in the magnitude images. To obtain a stable SNR over the acquired frames, a variable excitation flip angle scheme was recursively calculated sensitivity for the spatial displacement encoding. Large encoding gradients yield an increased displacement sensitivity (smaller T enc ), yet, they reduce the SNR of the magnitude image due to their large b values (diffusion sensitivity) 31 .
Sequence optimization for strain estimates
The tissue deformation is physically described as strain, which signifies local stretch (positive strain) and shortening (negative strain) of tissue. The one-dimensional (1D) strain ε is simply the change in length of a line segment L and defined to give the relative change in length of the line segment during deformation
where L is the original length of the line segment and L' is the length of the line segment after deformation. The strain is obtained from displacement images by calculating spatial derivatives.
Given ∆x, the voxel size along x, we can define the 1D strain in that direction as
Accurate measurements are crucial, since the computation of spatial derivatives amplifies noise present in the displacement images. Larger encoding gradients yield an increased displacement sensitivity (smaller T enc ), yet, increase the number of phase wraps present in the displacement maps. Fortunately, strain computations allow for straightforward unwrapping under the assumption of small strains, as any phase wrap in the original image yields unlikely high strain values. A phase wrap causes a large numeric derivative ∆φ, which was resolved by adding or subtracting 2π to ∆φ to bring it closer to zero if
The maximum tolerated numeric derivative ∆φ relates to the maximum tolerated strain by
Thus, as long as the expected strains in the brain do not exceed ε max , there are no additional constraints for the encoding sensitivity. However, although larger encoding gradients yield an increased displacement sensitivity, they reduce the SNR of the magnitude image due to their larger diffusion sensitivity (expressed by its b values). Similarly, a larger final flip angle increases the excited signal, but prevents regrowth of magnetization for the next encoding. Consequently, an optimal T enc and final flip angle exists for a given apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and
longitudinal relaxation time constant (T 1 ) of the tissue.
We simulated the DENSE sequence for different settings of T enc and α max and found optimal DENSE sequence settings of T enc =0.15mm/π and α max =50° (white matter: T 1 =1200ms and ADC=0.8e-3mm 2 /s at 7T 32, 33 ) for acquiring strain images 30 . The T 1 and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of white matter was chosen as this has a shorter T 1 than gray matter and, thus, faster decay of the tagged magnetization. We verified our simulations in a phantom 30 for which we used a multi-shot 3D EPI imaging protocol with imaging parameters: EPI factor: 19; SENSE factor: 2.6 x 2.5 (AP x RL); resolution: 3x3x3mm 3 ; FOV 150x150x150mm 3 ; and TE/2:15ms.
Linear Model
The linear model will be described starting from the two example images outlined in Figure 2 .
These two images represent the phase of the DENSE images acquired at 50% of the cardiac interval. Due to an alternating encoding direction, the second acquired image has an opposite phase contribution due to motion compared to the first image. This way, we can distinguish between phase contributions due to motion and static phase confounders. The phase image is converted to a displacement image by multiplying the phase image with T enc /π. The cardiac related displacement map can be separated from the confounding background by modelling each of the two example images as a linear combination of the cardiac related displacement map (D c3 ) and the static displacement confounder (D 0 ):
The above equation represents the apparent total tissue displacement d n,i of snapshot i acquired in dynamic scan n (for the current example, d n, 3 represents the apparent motion in the only snapshot in dynamic n as shown in Figure 2 ). D 0 is the apparent displacement due to static RF phase errors and D c,3 is the cardiac related displacement at the third time point in the cardiac cycle (which corresponds to 50% of the cardiac interval). The associated coefficients x are known, and required to estimate the displacement maps from the measured data. The coefficient
x 0 is 1 for both images, whereas x c,3 alternates in sign depending on the sign of the motion encoding gradient. The matrix formulation of the model for the two example images then yields
The equation in this example is easily solved by simple inversion. However, we will acquire many more measurements than unknowns, which will result in the descriptive matrix not being square.
Therefore, we solve this equation for D 0 and D c3 using the Least-Squares estimation method if more than two dynamic scans are performed. The method thereby provides the displacement at 50% of the cardiac cycle (D c3 ) together with the apparent displacement induced by static phase errors (D 0 ).
The model easily expands to incorporate the additional displacement images at 0 and 25% of the cardiac cycle. In addition to the displacement induced by the cardiac cycle, we incorporate de displacement induced by respiration. We assume that the respiration related displacement depends linearly on the difference in respiration trace between encoding and decoding of the signal and is independent of the cardiac related displacement. We base this assumption on preliminary results where we analyzed the residuals of a model without respiration adaptation and found that the residual tissue displacements showed a linear dependence on the difference in respiration trace (between encoding and decoding). The term D resp represents this linear respiration contribution. Furthermore, we include two additional correction terms. Firstly, an eddycurrent offset term D eddy to account for phase errors induced by the high decoding gradient and The respiration weighting factors are described by x resp =ξ∆r (which accounts for respiration induced motion, with alternating sign ξ) and x 0,resp =∆r (which accounts for respiration induces resonance shifts 29 ), where ∆r is the normalized difference in abdominal respiration position between encoding and decoding. For clarity, we provide the matrix formulation for the extended linear model representing the 8 motion-encoded snapshot images in Figure 1. 1. This extended model is used to unravel cardiac and respiratory contributions to the displacement of brain tissue. The dynamic scans of DENSE images were registered with a rigid in-plane whole-voxel transformation using elastix 34 . All sagittal slices were registered to the last sagittal dynamic scan, whereas all coronal slices were registered to the first coronal dynamic scan, which was acquired subsequently to the last sagittal dynamic scan. No corrections for geometric EPI-distortion were performed, as we analysed only small ROIs in regions with very low B0 inhomogeneity. Strain images were obtained by computing the spatial derivative from the displacement images along the encoding direction, where derivatives larger than 0.75·T enc /∆x were unwrapped. From the unwrapped strain images, the various motion contributions and confounders were unraveled voxelwise by computing the pseudoinverse (least-squares) of X that contained the physiological information at each measurement.
,D2
Here, d is the measured data (either (apparent) displacement or strain images) and W represents the weighting matrix accounting for the variable SNR in the different snapshots in each voxel. The values in the weighting matrix W consisted of the normalized SNR (proportional to the magnitude signal squared) in each voxel associated with the measurement for the displacement data. For the strain data, these values corresponded to the mean SNR of the two voxels that were used to compute the derivative. This way, W corrects for SNR differences caused by, among others, the spatial variation in flip angle due to the dieletric effects present at 7T. The model was solved voxel-wise which resulted in seven maps: 4 maps of displacement or strain (depending on the input data) and 3 maps of confounders as illustrated in Figure 1 . An inter-subject comparison was then performed in two ROIs; one in the centrum semi ovale (CSO) and one in the basal ganglia (BG). To reduce the effect from noise in the strain maps, the median in each ROI was used for the analysis. Furthermore, the dependence of the strain in the Feet-to-Head direction on the ROI selection was tested by evaluating the FH strain along the entire intersection line of the sagittal and coronal slice.
Results

The linear model: example for displacement maps
For illustrative purposes, the linear model was applied to the motion-encoded snapshot images, following the procedure of Figure 1 without computing any derivatives. An important constraint for correctly fitting the displacement maps is that the motion-encoded snapshot images are correctly unwrapped. To this end, the images were acquired with lower encoding sensitivity (T enc = 0.25mm/π) than optimal for strain (optimal for strain: T enc = 0.15mm/π) to avoid phase wraps.
The linear fit resulted in four smooth displacement maps (cardiac-and respiration-induced) and three confounding factors: a static RF phase offset, phase induced by off-resonance effects and a respiration-induced B 0 offset fluctuation ranging typically between 0 and 10 Hz from the base of the brain to the top of the brain (Figure 4 ). In the displacement map associated with a full inspiration, we observed a translation of the complete head in the Feet direction together with a slight rotation, where the back of the head moves in de Head direction and the front of the head moves in the Feet direction. However, mere translations and rotations of the head are not considered to drive any brain clearance. Therefore, tissue deformation will be considered for the remainder of this study. 
Validation of DENSE optimization
We found SNR M to be consistent with computer simulations for both a variable final flip angle α max and encoding sensitivity T enc (Figure 5a and 5b, respectively) . The simulated SNR displ for both the phantom and white matter is shown in Figure 5c as a function of the tag spacing. All sequencedepended SNR behavior not related to T enc or α max is represented in a linear scaling parameter that matches the measured SNR M with the SNR M observed in the phantom. The optimum is shown for both the phantom and white matter in humans at 7T.
Strain anisotropy
Cardiac related strain was largest at peak systole (25% of the cardiac interval) and was compared with strain induced by a full inspiration (95% range of the respiration trace). Figure 6 represents the resulting strain maps at peak systole for volunteer 1, two of which are in the sagittal plane and the other two in the coronal plane. The ROIs for inter-subject comparison are indicated as well. To capture the physiological 3D anisotropic tissue deformations, we combined the results in these ROIs along the intersection line from two orthogonal slices with different encodings. Figure S1 ). In the selected ROIs, the cardiac-induced tissue deformation at peak systole (Figure 7a Although much smaller, we observed a similar but opposite trend for the respiration-induced strain (Figure 7b ). For a full inspiration, the tissue contracts in the Feet-to-Head direction and expands in the other two directions. By design of the model, a full expiration would invert this trend. The tissue strains induced by the cardiac cycle are much larger compared to the strains induced by respiratory cycle. Interestingly, the respiration induced strain shows a similar but opposite trend, consistent with outflow of (venous) blood with inspiration, due to lower thoracic pressure.
(c) Volumetric strain analysis for nine subjects. The volumetric strain was obtained by summing over the 1D strains from all 3 encoding directions. For each 1D strain direction, the median over the associated ROI indicated in Figure 6 was used. (For the Feet-to-Head direction, the median of the combined ROIs of both the coronal and sagittal slice was used). The left two boxes represent the results in the BG (green ROI in Figure 6 ), whereas the right two boxes represent the results in the CSO (purple ROI in Figure 6 ). In each region, both the cardiac and respiratory related contributions are represented.
Volumetric Strain
The volumetric strain is obtained by summing the observed strains over the three orthogonal directions. Figure 7c shows the volumetric strains, which are largest in the deep brain (basal ganglia). Here, we observed cardiac induced tissue expansion with median volumetric strain of 0.85·10 -3 (IQR: 0.39·10 -3 to 1.05·10 -3
). For inspiration, a slight compression was observed with a median strain of -0.28·10 -3 (IQR: -0.41·10 -3 to 0.06·10 -3
). A one-sided t-test revealed that both these observations were significantly different from zero (p = 0.0008 and p = 0.047, respectively).
Although less pronounced, similar trends were observed in the CSO with cardiac induced volumetric tissue expansion (median strain 0.28·10 -3 (IQR: 0 to 0.59·10 -3
) and respiration-induced volumetric tissue compression (median strain -0.06·10 -3 (IQR: -0.17·10 -3 to 0.20·10 -3 )). Only the cardiac-induced volumetric tissue expansion was significantly different from zero in this region (p = 0.02 and p = 0.7, respectively).
Discussion
We developed a non-invasive method to measure brain tissue deformations resulting from cardiac and respiratory pulsations in the microvasculature that likely drive the brain's waste clearance system. The single-shot approach not only enabled us to unravel cardiac and respiratory contributions, but also allowed for an optimization of the tag-spacing for strain measurements without introducing additional artifacts as are observed with multi-shot approaches 25, 27 . This optimization made analysis possible in small ROIs, despite the amplified noise resulting from the use of spatial derivatives. For the CSO, we measured strain values comparable with values reported by Hirsch et al 35 . We found larger strain values in the BG, which may reflect regional heterogeneity in tissue volumetric strain (and blood volume). We observed that the cardiac induced strain in the microvasculature is larger than the respiration induced strain, both for the volumetric strain as well as the 1D strain components in the three directions separately. B 0 offset fluctuations related to respiration decreased from the base of the brain to the top of the brain, and ranged typically between 0 and 10 Hz (Figure 4 ), which compares well to the literature 29 . This finding substantiates the credibility of the proposed model. These values are somewhat lower than our measurements, which is probably related to differences in methodology. We measured in small ROIs, while the 1D strain maps suggest considerable spatial variation in strain. Besides, we measured the tissue deformation directly, where V blood /V tissue is the rCBV and δ is the relative change in blood volume. Assuming that the diameter change of 1% in arterioles is representative for the entire microvascular bed, and that the blood volume expansion is only due to the diameter increase of the blood vessels (i.e. elongation is negligible), the related relative blood volume change is ~2%. Together with a rCBV of approximately 4% in gray matter and 2.5% in white matter 37 , the resulting volumetric tissue strains for gray and white matter are 0.8·10 -3 and 0.5·10 -3 , respectively. Given the difference in species and the rather coarse estimation, these values estimated from observations in mice compare remarkably well with the volumetric strain we observed in humans, in the ROIs in BG (gray matter) and CSO (white matter), respectively.
In the interpretation of the observed volumetric strain values, it is important to note that these reflect in fact the net effect of both blood volume increase (microvascular expansion) and potential simultaneous compression of the interstitial space. The volumetric strain can be regarded as a lower bound estimation of the underlying blood volume pulsations, as any simultaneous compression of the interstitial space would reduce the amount of observable volumetric tissue strain. Comprehensive computer models that take the interaction between blood, CSF and tissue as porous medium (cells and interstitial fluid) into account could help to gain further insight into this effect 38, 39 .
The respiratory effect found in this study implies loss of tissue volume due to venous outflow and 14, 40, 41 , while others identify respiration as the main driver of CSF flow 15, 42 , especially in the spinal canal 16 . Moreover, one should note that the CSF flow does not only occur because of loss of tissue volume, but probably also due to compression of the larger veins that are embedded in the CSF (e.g. cortical veins and cavernous sinus) 9 . Venous compression seems to occur even during the cardiac cycle because the cortical veins behave as a Starling resistor, which facilitates backpropagation of the increased CSF pressure along the veins, thus preventing excessive pressure gradients across the capillary bed inside the brain tissue 43 . Previous flow studies of respiration related CSF flows, nor the current study assessed the volume of the larger veins. Future work should verify whether deflation of larger veins indeed dominate (upward) CSF flow during inspiration. Nevertheless, the current method helps to distinguish between the larger and smaller veins by providing a window to the microvasculature embedded in the tissue.
The proposed method allows for local assessment of tissue deformation and, thus, shows strong potential for studying mechanobiological processes of the brain. The results reveal interesting details of the deformation experienced by the brain's tissue including anisotropic strain that is consistent with the Poisson effect, which could be observed in a local ROI of only 3x3 pixels.
Given that the brain is a porous medium 7 , we speculate that large tissue deformation could locally 'choke' the tissue by systolic compression of the (venous) microvasculature 44 . If such a chokemechanism exists, it is conceivable that this may contribute to the appearance of white matter hyper intensities (WMH) as observed in patients with cerebral small vessel disease 45, 46 . These WMH tend to form at the corners of the brain's ventricles, exactly at the location where we observe large tissue deformations in the coronal slice (see Figure 6 ), and where intravascular pressures are relatively low, at the end of the vascular tree 47 . It is less speculative to state that the observed deformations play an important role in cellular gene expression and, thus, in maintaining brain tissue and vascular integrity 4, 7, 48 . Moreover, the brain tissue deformations are one of the drivers of the clearance system, as the deformation of the interstitial space contributes to the mixing and flow of the interstitial fluid and CSF 3, 36, 49, 50 . Brain clearance is currently mainly studied in animals. Mestre et al. found in mice that the relative contribution of the cardiac cycle to the flow velocity of the perivascular fluid was approximately a factor of five larger than the contribution of the respiration cycle 36 . We found a compatible difference in the contribution to the tissue volumetric strain between cardiac and respiratory cycles. Although further research is needed to justify direct comparison between tissue deformation and perivascular fluid flows, these results suggest that our method has potential to reduce the gap between invasive preclinical research and non-invasive observations in humans.
At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the driving forces of clearance are still under debate. The wavelength of the cardiac related pulsations appears to be too long to induce significant spatial gradients that are needed for transport 51 . Vasomotion (spontaneous arterial diameter fluctuations initiated by vascular smooth muscle cells) occurs at a much lower frequency of approx. 0.1 Hz and with much shorter wavelengths. Indeed, recent animal work has shown that vasomotion is an important driver in clearance 52 . Still, vascular pulsations may contribute to the clearance process through dispersion, which is a combined effect of mixing and diffusion 49 .It is unclear whether vasomotion is sufficiently spatially coherent to lead to measureable tissue strains, and whether our method would be sensitive enough to detect those low frequencies. The duration between motion encoding and decoding is limited by the T1 tissue relaxation time, which is less than 2 seconds in the human brain at 7T. Still, we were also able to detect respiration related effects, which have a frequency of approx. 0.25 Hz, not too far from the vasomotion frequency. Targeting potential vasomotion effects with our method would be an interesting topic for future investigations.
The results showed different tissue deformation between gray matter (ROI in BG) and white matter (ROI in CSO) in healthy volunteers. The fact that the technique is sensitive enough to see normal regional differences in physiology in healthy people indicates that it also has potential for detecting abnormalities in tissue deformation in disease. As such, the technique may help in advancing our understanding of diseases like cerebral small vessel disease and the vascular contributions to neurodegenerative diseases. Currently, it is a limitation of this study that we could assess the tissue strain in a 2D slice and perform a volumetric strain analysis along a single line only. We therefore cannot infer respiration-related strains of the complete brain, as were recently performed for cardiac-induced strains 53 . The sequence, however, holds the potential to extend the current 2D approach to a multi-slice acquisition, where the time between the cardiac phases is used to acquire additional slices at different locations in the brain. Such an approach would enable the acquisition of a 3D volume, without sacrificing any SNR and preserving the single-shot approach. It should also be investigated whether the proposed method -possibly extended to a multi-slice acquisition approach -can tolerate a 3/7 factor reduction in SNR, so that it can be implemented on 3T clinical scanners. A further limitation of this study is that no additional geometric EPI distortion corrections were performed, apart from 2 nd order image based shimming.
Although the analysis was performed in homogenous regions of the brain, geometric EPI distortion corrections would be nesscesarry for regions with significant B0 inhomogeneities (e.g.
near the nasal cavities) through the use of an acquired B0-field map.
In conclusion, the developed single-shot 2D DENSE method is capable to consistently disentangle cardiac related brain deformations from respiration-induced brain tissue deformations. We have successfully measured the separate contributions in small ROIs, despite the amplified noise induced by the use of spatial derivatives and found results that are consistent with physiological blood volume changes. This novel method provides a tool to directly study tissue dynamics that reflect fundamental aspects of the microvascular function and that holds potential to serve as a physiological marker of the waste clearance system of the brain. 
